I[ntroduction]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-1}
==========================

It is state of the art to define relationships of noise indicators for environmental noise with annoyance and other harmful effects (e.g., sleep disturbance, cardiovascular, and metabolic effects).\[[@ref1][@ref2][@ref3][@ref4][@ref5]\] Well-defined noise indicators are proposed by the European Noise Directive 2002/49/EC. Various exposure--effect relationships have been found by field surveys. These relationships are fitted curves linking noise indicators as *L*~den~ or *L*~night~ to various effects such as the percentage of individuals annoyed, sleep disturbed, or with other specific health effects. Due to the different field studies used for input data and also the various individuals involved, any exposure--effect relationship is linked to a confidence interval around the curve fit. These exposure--effect relationships, including their intrinsic immanent confidence intervals, have been the basis for recommendations on threshold levels for the protection of public health.\[[@ref4][@ref5]\] Such threshold levels can also be integrated into national law for noise protection. Threshold levels for action planning or as legal limits can be used to enforce noise protection measures or to decide on the environmental impact of planned traffic infrastructure. They are used for planning new roads, railroads, or airports, or to adjust and prioritize the noise control for already existing infrastructure. Such limits are primarily intended to avoid exceeding a defined percentage of persons annoyed or sleep disturbed by noise of the traffic infrastructure and finally keep people healthy. Although it is clear that the effects have been analyzed from large field studies and can't be extrapolated directly for a given local situation, it is the most pragmatic and transparent way to allow for decisions in a legal framework.

To predict annoyance and other health effects for field studies and environment impact analysis, the noise indicators are calculated using prediction models. It is important that these calculations are not valid to determine a noise pressure level at a certain moment in time, but for a noise indicator, which is for example the *L*~den~ or *L*~night~. These are long-term average sound levels determined over all the periods of a year, and where a year is a relevant average year in terms of emission and sound propagation conditions. These average values take varying situations into account such as traffic data, road or railroad characteristics, aircraft emissions, wind turbine operations, and noise propagation conditions. Receiver points are by definition located at the facades of relevant buildings. They are based on long-term average input parameters such as the sound emission for the vehicle or aircraft fleet, the characterization of road pavement or railway design, the relevant sound propagation condition due to meteorology, and many other items. The uncertainty of the calculated noise indicators is dependent on the quality of input parameters and sound propagation models. According to the Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement,\[[@ref6]\] these uncertainties can be classified into type A uncertainties known from repeated measurements or type B uncertainties based on expert estimations. A random component, usually underlying a normal distribution, has to be considered for noise indicator values used in field studies. In addition, systematic effects (offsets) could also occur by using different computation algorithms, different definition of parameters, or different assessment of input parameters which result in systematic under- or overestimation of an input parameter. Furthermore, the allocation of noise-exposed individuals to a certain exposure is a further cause of uncertainties. These two kinds of effects are not within the scope of this analysis. This paper theoretically analyses the impact of random uncertainties on the observed exposure--effect relationship. For illustration of this impact, published exposure--effect relationships are used to simulate the effect of uncertainties on an exposure--effect relationship which would have been determined under field study conditions.

The analysis should show how sensitive exposure--effect curves are to the uncertainties in noise-level determination. It should further clarify if safety margins are needed if annoyance or any other health effects have to be predicted based on such curves. The aim is to illustrate the effects in case of different exposure--effect relationships which can be used to determine legal noise limits.

Materials and Methods {#sec1-2}
=====================

Studied exposure--effect relationships {#sec2-1}
--------------------------------------

Four different exposure--effect relationships are used to illustrate the effect of uncertainties. The first example is a hypothetical simple linear relationship as shown in Equation (1).

\%*E* = *k* × *L* + *d*      (1)

In this general formula, and also for all the following examples, %*E* should be the effect, which could be, for example, percent highly annoyed (%HA), percent highly sleep disturbed (%HSD), or any other measurable effect (e.g., health effects). The level *L* is any kind of noise indicator, such as *L*~den~ or *L*~night~. For this specific example of a linear relationship, *k* is the slope and *d* is the offset.

The second example is a polynomial fit third order of the form as demonstrated in Equation (2).

\%*E* = *k*~1~ × (*L*−*D*)\^3 + *k*~2~ × (*L*−*D*)\^2 + *k*~3~ × (*L*−*D*)      (2)

It has been used to describe the relationship between annoyance and *L*~den~. For the example in this paper, the *k*~1~ (9.868 × 10^−4^), *k*~2~ (1.436 × 10^−2^), *k*~3~ (0.5118), and *D* (42) values of the *L*~den~ to %HA relationship have been taken from published data.\[[@ref1][@ref5][@ref7]\]

The third example is similar to Equation (2), but a polynomial fit of the order of two as shown in Equation (3) is used.

\%*E* = *C* + *k~a~* × *L* + *k~b~* × *L*\^2      (3)

Such an equation has been used to describe the relationship of self-reported sleep disturbance and *L*~night~. In this paper, the constants (*C* = 20.8, *k~a~* = −1.05, *k~b~* = 0.01486) are related to the relation of %HSD and *L*~night~ as described in Reference \[[@ref5]\].

The fourth studied type is following Equation (4) which is similar to a logistic regression curve, which is often used in noise effect studies for binary variables.

\%*E* = 100 × EXP(−(1/\[10\^ (*L* + *K*)/10\]\^0.3))      (4)

Such an expression has been proposed for the community tolerance level (CTL) concept for exposure--effect regression.\[[@ref8]\] *K* is a constant value of (5.306 dB −*L*~CT~), where *L*~CT~ is the CTL. In the example of this study, *L*~CT~ was assumed to be 78.3 dB, which is taken from the average value for road traffic noise in Schomer *et al.*

Simulation of uncertainties {#sec2-2}
---------------------------

To simulate the effect of uncertainties, the following algorithm was designed with MatLab (The Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA).

For each value of *L*, from 1 to 100 dB in steps of 1 dB, a sampling procedure was performed. A total of 10^5^ individuals were assumed to be exposed to that value of *L*. This sample size is appropriate to calculate later new effect curves without relevant statistical fluctuations. It is comparable to a field study, where 10^5^ persons are observed at each 1-dB bin from 1 to 100 dB. Now, because of the random uncertainties to be simulated, the real-value *L*\_true was calculated based on a normal distribution with a standard uncertainty of *σ* = 1, 2, 5, or 10 dB. So each individual with an assumed exposure level *L* is simulated to be exposed in reality to a different value *L*\_true around the average *L*.

Following this step, there are two possibilities to observe a curve (%*E*\_observed at different *L* values) influenced by the simulated uncertainties, as it would happen in a field study. Method 1 calculates the %*E* effect with the real *L*\_true value after applying the uncertainty, divides it by the sample size of 10^5^, and sums it up for 10^5^ samples as in the following equation:

\%*E*\_observed = Σ%*E*(*L*\_true~i~)/10^5^      (5)

Method 2 is calculating as well %*E*(*L*\_true) for each simulated exposed person but then simulates binary data per observation. It generates a random number from 0% to 100%, and in case the number is below %*E*(*L*\_true), it counts it as a binary event (e.g., highly annoyed) to derive the observed %*E* curve. Both methods are similar. However, in the case of method 2, %*E* can never reach values higher than 100%, whereas method 1 follows the underlying relationship and can therefore reach more than 100%. To illustrate this effect, the initial underlying "true" %*E* curve is plotted next to simulated "observed" %*E* curves using both methods 1 and 2. By using 10^5^ samples for each step of 1 dB, no curve fit is needed as the resulting points already follow a curve which is close to a continuous function. Even method 2, which results in principle in a more scattered distribution results in a smooth curve when using such high sample sizes. It is the aim to simulate such a high number to show the systematic effect which remains, even if an infinite number of observations would be used. However, real field studies have substantially lower numbers of observations. As an illustration, another simulation has been performed with only 1000 observations in the dose level range from 45 to 85 dB. Furthermore, there could be smaller uncertainties for higher sound levels (usually closer to the source) in contrast to higher uncertainties for lower sound levels. For this simulation, the uncertainty was continuously decreased from 8 dB at 45 dB to 0 dB at 85 dB.

R[esults]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-3}
=====================

The use of linear exposure--effect relationships is illustrated in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. No difference between the assumed true %*E* and the observed %*E* curve, not even for a standard uncertainty of 10 dB is observed. Only minimal fluctuations can be seen at very high zoom levels, which are based on the sampling algorithm and would disappear completely if the sampling size of 10^5^ in each dB bin would be further increased. Only when applying method 2 to calculate the observed curve, can it be seen that it asymptotically follows a bending which doesn't allow exceeding the 100% level for %*E*. As illustrated in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, a normally distributed uncertainty in plus or minus direction will result in a linear relationship and will not change the mean observed value if the sample size is large enough. The situation becomes different when the underlying function is curved with the order of *f*″(*x*) \> 0. This is an effect illustrated with the nonlinear curve in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} where an asymmetry is caused by the exposure--effect: +*x* dB results in a higher effect as −*x* dB results in a lower effect.

![Illustration of effect (%*E*) versus noise indicator. In case of a linear true exposure--effect curve, the simulated exposure-effect as observed in a field study would not be influenced. Only the method for the curve fit 1 or 2 shows a difference, as method 2 limits the observed curve 2 within 0% to 100%. In case of a nonlinear curve, an uncertainty in plus or minus direction on the noise indicator axis leads to a different increase than decrease on the effect axis. The resulting observed curves are illustrated in the following figures](NH-20-212-g001){#F1}

[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates a situation with a standard deviation of 5 dB for a noise indicator and an exposure--effect relationship of the second example for an underlying curve with a third-order polynominal fit. The observed curve is lying above the underlying "true" curve, except for high levels and method 2, where the curve is forced to stay below 100%. The curve shift is 1 dB at the level of 65 dB in this example. If the standard deviation is decreased to 2 dB, this shift is reduced to ∼0.2 dB. In the theoretical case of 10-dB standard deviation, the shift would exceed 3 dB.

![The true curve is a third-order polynom. The two simulated observed curves are based on 5-dB standard deviation of the noise indicator. Both methods 1 and 2 result in observed curves which overestimate the effect. At high noise levels, method 2 turns into an asymptotic shape not exceeding 100%](NH-20-212-g002){#F2}

The situation is similar in case of the third example with a polynomial fit of the order of 2 as illustrated in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. However, due to the less steep characteristic of the underlying true curve, the shift is less compared to the second example with for example 0.5 dB at a level of 65 dB.

![The true curve is a second-order polynom. It has a less steep shape compared to the curve in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, and therefore, the simulated uncertainty of 5 dB shows less impact on the observed curve with methods 1 and 2](NH-20-212-g003){#F3}

[Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} finally shows the effect when using the exponential curve as used in the CTL style. At the level of CTL minus the constant (5.306 dB), the "true" curve and the "observed" curve intersect. At the inflection point, *f*″(*x*) is 0 and changing from \>0 to \<0. In the lower exposure region, the observed curve lies above the true curve, as in Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, above the intersection point it lies below. The difference in the lower noise level region is lower compared to the curves in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. At 65 dB, a standard deviation of 5 dB is linked to a curve shift of 0.6 dB.

![The true curve is an exponential curve which turns from upward to a downward bending. At the turning point, the observed curve intersects the true curve](NH-20-212-g004){#F4}

The different impact of the uncertainty standard deviation on the curve is illustrated in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} for a noise index value of 65 dB. The table shows the shift of the curve on the *x*-axis in dB or on the *y*-axis in difference in the percent numbers of highly annoyed or highly sleep disturbed. It has to be emphasized that the results including one decimal are slightly sensitive to the random effect of the simulation and could change by 0.1% or 0.1 dB for repeated simulation runs.

###### 

Influence of different uncertainty levels (standard deviations (SD)) on three different examples of exposure-response relationsships. The difference in the observed percent highly annoyed (%HA) or percent highly sleep disturbed (%HSD) is given at the level of 65 dB in the % scale. Alternatively, the shift of the curves at the level of 65 dB is also described on the dB scale

  Example                                                                   SD=1 dB            SD=2 dB        SD=5 dB        SD=10 dB
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ -------------- -------------- --------------
  Polynominal fit 3^rd^ order for %HA                                       \<0.1 %/\<0.1 dB   0.2 %/0.2 dB   1.5 %/1.0 dB   5.4 %/3.4 dB
  Polynominal fit 2^nd^ order for %HSD                                      \<0.1 %/\<0.1 dB   0.1 %/0.1 dB   0.5 %/0.5 dB   1.5 %/1.7 dB
  Logistic regression curve for community tolerance level concept and %HA   \<0.1 %/\<0.1 dB   0.4 %/0.2 dB   1.2 %/0.6 dB   4.3 %/2.0 dB

[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows a situation as it could be observed in a real field study with only 1000 observations and assuming a third-order polynominal fit according to Equation (2) for the exposure--effect relationship. The observed data at each dose bin is scattered around the true exposure--response curve. An additional curve fit is needed, again using a cubic equation. In this example, the systematic effect is hidden because the random effect is larger due to the smaller number of observations. The observed curve shows a higher number of binary events (e.g., highly annoyed persons) in the lower sound levels, but an underestimation of the real value at higher levels. However, this is only one example for one random simulation. A repeated simulation run would result in a different figure. Only when using the high number of 10^5^ observations per dose bin, can the always present systematic effect be visualized, whereas the random effects are cancelled out.

![Example to illustrate a realistic field study with 1000 simulated observations from 45 to 85 dB (25 per dB bin). The result shows a random scattering around the true exposure--response relationship which needs curve fitting](NH-20-212-g005){#F5}

Discussion and Conclusion {#sec2-3}
-------------------------

The result of this study shows that even if a field study would have infinite high numbers of observations (10^5^ per dB bin), no uncertainty in the assessment of the effect, but only an uncertainty in assessment of the noise level, nonlinear exposure--effect relationships are different from the true relationships, which would be observed without any uncertainties.

The standard deviation for the calculated noise indicator in this study was simulated between 1 and 10 dB. Recently, the uncertainty of calculated noise levels and its influence on exposure--response relationship as determined in a large study has been analyzed in detail.\[[@ref9]\] It concluded combined uncertainties between 3 and 5 dB. Although for aircraft noise, the values were almost constant with distance between source and receiver, the uncertainty decreased with increasing distance for road traffic and railway noise. In a paper by Bertsch *et al.*,\[[@ref10]\] the uncertainty for *L~A~*~,max~ determination for single events of aircraft noise was reported from 2 dB close to the flight track to up to 5 dB and more for exposed persons in larger distances. A very detailed uncertainty analysis by Schäffer *et al.*\[[@ref11]\] showed that whereas uncertainties for the single event are higher, the overall uncertainty of the total noise indicator using radar data as input calculation for existing airports is reduced to 1 dB and less. For sources close to the ground, the prediction scheme ISO 9613-2 includes rough estimates for the transmission calculation uncertainty from 1 dB at high receiver points less than 100 m to the source to 3 dB at larger distances.\[[@ref12]\] Especially for wind turbine noise, more detailed data including not only propagation, but also the variance of the sound power, are showing standard deviations for predicted sound pressure levels of 4 dB.\[[@ref13]\] However, it was estimated to rise to at least 10 dB standard deviation (SD) for distances of 10 km to the wind turbines. For road and railway traffic noise calculations using the new calculation scheme of European Directive 2015/996, a standard deviation of ∼3 dB can be assumed for the transmission part, based on the underlying calculation scheme.\[[@ref14]\] As each input parameter for the emission should not exceed 2 dB, the corresponding standard deviations will be much smaller.\[[@ref15]\] A combined uncertainty of 1 to 2 dB for the entire emission part added to the transmission uncertainty will result in an overall combined uncertainty of 3 to 4 dB, which is in the same order of magnitude as reported in the literature references for receivers close to traffic noise sources.

Liepert *et al.* presented the influence of uncertainties on the relationship between %HA persons and level or aircraft noise. Although the inclusion of the uncertainties in the sound calculation increased the confidence interval of the presented linear relationship, it showed only negligible influence on the curve itself. The results of our study are in agreement with these findings. However, for nonlinear relationships, this study concludes a systematic effect on the observed relationships. Due to the large confidence intervals, the effect is dominated by the random effects of limited observations at each level dB in a field study. But even an infinite number of observations will result in an observed curve which is different from the underlying true curve. To limit the influence to less than 1 dB shifts of the curve, uncertainties should be kept below 5 dB standard deviation.A common criticism when using predicted noise index values for evaluation of expected health outcomes is that no uncertainties for the assessment of the sound levels themselves are taken into account. It's often a public request that an uncertainty value has to be calculated for the noise indicator and the threshold has to be lowered by a safety margin of say 2 or 3 standard deviations to reach 95% or 99% confidence level. This would mean that for a standard deviation of just 2 dB\[[@ref15]\] the threshold level should be reduced by up to 6 dB. The World Health Organization night noise guideline recommended long-term threshold level for *L*~night~ should then be reduced from 40 dB down to 34 dB. If the confidence level for the studied effect is taken into account as well, additional safety margin dBs would decrease the threshold levels to levels which become useless as they are practically not nonapplicable for designing any form of traffic infrastructure. However, the confidence level resulting from the uncertainty in the noise indicator assessment has not been discussed in detail. The results of this study show that normally distributed uncertainties result in a slight overestimation for the prevalence of harmful effects in field-study dosage--response curves. This should not be used as an argument to increase the threshold levels. However, if the prevalence of effects in a given situation is predicted with noise-level calculations, and the uncertainty in the assessment of the noise indicators is lower or equal to the uncertainty in the underlying field studies, no further safety margin for the noise limit is appropriate. The effect of uncertainties is already intrinsically contained in the published exposure--effect curves and the derived threshold limits.
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